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MINIMUM PD SV / PROG

+2.00 to -4.00

SINGLE VISION SPHERE

+2.00 to -3.00

PROGRESSIVE SPHERE

PRESCRIPTION RANGE 
AVAILABILITY

Rx

“Oakley Blender is on the medium to 
small size. So the type of customer 
you would look to put this on would 
have a medium to small face.”

DELLAN LONERGRAN
        Global Optics Team

TESTIMONIALS

SMALL TO MEDIUM 
FACE FIT

METAL FRONT WITH O 
MATTER STEMS

AIRBAG NOSEPIECE

FEATURE

Smaller wire frame style perfect for 
customers with small to medium-
sized faces.

A first for Oakley, the C5 alloy front 
is rigid and durable, while the O 
Matter stems provide flexibility and 
comfort.

Cushioned nosepiece provides all-
day comfort, and keeps the frame 
light on the face.
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DARK / BLACK TEXT
00 BLACK IRIDIUM  
POLARIZED

POLISHED CHROME /  
TORTOISE
BRONZE POLARIZED

POLISHED BLACK
GREY POLARIZED

POLISHED GOLD / 
GOLD GHOST TEXT
DARK BRONZE

CHROME / SILVER 
GHOST TEXT
BLACK IRIDIUM

LEAD / GREY SMOKE
WARM GREY

Our fresh concoction called BLENDER™ is the perfect mix for active life-
styles. Lightweight C-5™ alloy is combined with O MATTER® earstems 
and sure-grip UNOBTAINIUM® for unrivaled comfort and durability.

Our revolutionary C-5 alloy is a fusion of five metal compounds with a 
barely-there feel, so you’ll experience the all-day comfort of low weight. 
Farther down the earstems, stress-resistant O Matter frame material 
takes over, and hydrophilic Unobtainium gives the fit a better grip when 
you perspire. You’ll also have 8.75 base lens curvature to open up your 
peripheral view and improve side protection against sun, wind and im-
pact. Blender takes advantage of Oakley’s Three-Point Fit that keeps the 
optics in precise alignment while freeing you from the irritation of pres-
sure points because the temples don’t hook around your ears.
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